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Abstract

Purpose To examine whether baseline sleep duration or

changes in sleep duration are associated with breast cancer

prognosis among early-stage breast cancer survivors in the

multi-center Women’s Healthy Eating and Living Study.

Methods Data were collected from 1995 to 2010. Analysis

included 3047 women. Sleep duration was self-reported at

baseline and follow-up intervals. Cox proportional hazard

models were used to investigate whether baseline sleep

duration was associated with breast cancer recurrence,

breast cancer-specific mortality, and all-cause mortality.

Time-varying models investigated whether changes in

sleep duration were associated with breast cancer

prognosis.

Results Compared to women who slept 7–8 h/night at

baseline, sleeping C9 h/night was associated with a 48%

increased risk of breast cancer recurrence (Hazard ratio

[HR] 1.48, 95% Confidence interval [CI] 1.01, 2.00), a

52% increased risk of breast cancer-specific mortality (HR

1.52, 95% CI 1.09, 2.13), and a 43% greater risk of all-

cause mortality (HR 1.43, 95% CI 1.07, 1.92). Time-

varying models showed analogous increased risk in those

who inconsistently slept C9 h/night (all P\ 0.05), but not

in those who consistently slept C9 h/night.

Conclusions Consistent long or short sleep, which may

reflect inter-individual variability in the need for sleep,

does not appear to influence prognosis among early-stage

breast cancer survivors.

Keywords Sleep � Longitudinal modeling � Survival �
Survivorship

Introduction

Over 3 million women in the US have been diagnosed with

and treated for breast cancer [1]. Up to 70% of these breast

cancer survivors report sleep problems which can include

delayed sleep onset, difficulty in maintaining sleep, and

early morning waking, which can influence sleep-related

behaviors and overall sleep time [2, 3]. Given the high

prevalence of sleep-related problems in this large popula-

tion of women, research efforts are needed to understand

the role of sleep duration and breast cancer prognosis.

Considerable epidemiologic evidence indicates that

sleep is intimately linked to health outcomes, with studies

documenting that both short and long sleep are associated

with early mortality in the general population [4–6]. A

number of mechanisms have been postulated to explain the

association between sleep duration and breast cancer,

including alterations in metabolism, the circadian system,

and immune function [7–14]. For example, sleep depriva-

tion has been shown to result in metabolic changes that

may predispose an individual to breast cancer, such as

altered endocrine function and glucoregulation [7], and

increased inflammation [8, 9]. There is also evidence that
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alterations in sleep influence the alignment between the

sleep/wake cycle and the endogenous circadian system,

resulting in circadian misalignment [10]. Links between

sleep and the circadian system are particularly relevant to

breast cancer, given the considerable epidemiologic evi-

dence that chronic circadian misalignment is associated

with breast cancer [11, 12]. Finally, sleep may influence

susceptibility to cancer by regulating melatonin, a hormone

that has anti-cell proliferative activity [13].

The influence of sleep on breast cancer prognosis is less

clear. A recent study among breast cancer survivors in the

Women’s Health Initiative found short sleep (sleeping

B5 h/night) before diagnosis to be associated with poorer

breast cancer survival compared to women who slept 7–8 h

per night [15]. Many patients develop new sleep problems

after their diagnosis of breast cancer [2, 16] and thus post-

diagnosis sleep duration may have additional implications

for future morbidity and mortality among breast cancer

survivors. Factors contributing to the particularly high rates

of sleep problems among breast cancer survivors may

include the occurrence or exacerbation of menopausal

symptoms (e.g., hot flashes) caused by chemotherapy or

endocrine therapy [17]. Other factors contributing to sleep

problems among breast cancer survivors may stem from

the increased stress or pain as a result of the cancer diag-

nosis and treatments [2]. We are only aware of a few

studies that have examined the influence of post-diagnosis

sleep and sleep-related variables on breast cancer prognosis

[18, 19], but they were conducted in populations of meta-

static patients. Therefore, it is unclear if findings are rele-

vant to survivors of early-stage breast cancer, who are

considered cancer free after treatment.

This analysis used data from the Women’s Healthy

Eating and Living (WHEL) study to investigate whether

post-diagnosis sleep duration predicts breast cancer recur-

rence, breast cancer-specific mortality, and all-cause mor-

tality among survivors of early-stage breast cancer.

Additionally, given the evidence that sleeping habits are

not static and may change across the post-diagnosis inter-

val among early-stage breast cancer patients [3], we also

examined associations between changes in sleep duration

over study follow-up and breast cancer prognosis. We

hypothesize that models of sleep duration change will

provide a unique and more informative estimation of

associations between post-diagnosis sleep duration and

breast cancer prognosis.

Methods

Details of eligibility criteria, recruitment, data collection,

and outcome ascertainment have been reported previously

[20, 21] and are briefly summarized here.

Participants

Participants were breast cancer survivors from the WHEL

Study. The WHEL Study was a multisite randomized trial

that enrolled 3088 women within 4 years of diagnosis of

early-stage breast cancer (mean = 2.0 years) to test the

hypothesis that a diet rich in vegetables, fruit, and fiber and

low in fat could reduce breast cancer recurrence and

mortality [20]. There was no intervention effect on breast

cancer recurrence or mortality after an average of 7.3 years

of follow-up [21]. Therefore, this analysis treated women

enrolled in the WHEL Study as a single cohort. Institu-

tional review boards at the University of California, San

Diego and 6 other clinical sites approved the study protocol

and procedures, and all participants provided written

informed consent.

Sleep

Sleep duration was assessed by asking participants ‘‘About

how many hours of sleep did you get on a typical night

during the past 4 weeks?’’ Response options were: 5 or

less, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 or more hours per night. This analysis

used sleep duration assessments collected at baseline, year

1, years 2, or 3 (either-or), and year 4. Approximately 56%

of the sample had sleep records available for all 4 time

points; 18% had sleep records available at 3 time points;

and 26% had sleep records available at 2 or fewer time

points. Insomnia was assessed using the 5-item WHI

Insomnia Rating Scale (WHI-IRS) [22]. An overall

insomnia index score was calculated using the standard

algorithm of the average scores for trouble falling asleep,

waking several times, waking early, trouble resuming

sleep, and overall sleep quality [22]. Scores C9 indicate

clinically significant insomnia with acceptable sensitivity

[23]. The WHI-IRS has high internal consistency (Cron-

bach’s alpha = 0.79) [23] and test–retest (r = 0.84 for

8–14 days) reliability [23], and adequate construct validity

as demonstrated by its ability to detect sleep disturbances

in groups of women known to differ in the severity of

vasomotor symptoms [24].

Other assessments

Medical records were abstracted at the study baseline for

clinical information about the initial breast cancer diag-

nosis and treatment, including stage, grade, hormone

receptor status, and use of radiotherapy, chemotherapy, or

endocrine therapy (e.g., tamoxifen). Demographic charac-

teristics of participants were also self-reported at baseline.

Height, weight, and co-morbidity data used in this analysis

were measured at the baseline, year 1, years 2, or 3, and
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year 4 clinic visits. Height and weight were used to cal-

culate body mass index (BMI [kg/m2]). Co-morbidities

were assessed using a self-administered questionnaire

regarding whether participants were currently being treated

for a variety of diseases and conditions [25]. Participants

were asked about cardiovascular disease (angina, periph-

eral arterial disease, other heart conditions), diabetes,

gallbladder/kidney/pancreas disease (gallbladder disease,

kidney/bladder stones, pancreatitis), gastrointestinal disor-

ders (ulcers, diverticulitis, colitis, intestinal removal, irri-

table bowel syndrome, and malabsorption syndrome),

arthritis, and osteoporosis. The specific diseases were

combined into general systems (such as cardiovascular

disease) to mirror the well-validated Charlson index [26].

Patients were also asked if they were being treated for

hypertension and high blood cholesterol. The number of

diseases which participants were currently being treated for

was summed at each time interval to calculate the total

number of co-morbid conditions. Quality of life was

assessed using the MOS 36-item Health Survey (SF-36)

[27], which summarizes four physical and four mental

health subscales. The questionnaire has been used in

diverse populations, including women with breast cancer

[28], and has shown to be reliable (Cronbach’s

alpha = 0.75–0.91) [29] with good construct validity [30].

Follow-up and study outcomes

The outcomes of this analysis were breast cancer recur-

rence, breast cancer-specific mortality, and all-cause mor-

tality. Breast cancer recurrence was ascertained through

active surveillance (semi-annual or annual telephone calls)

with all reported events confirmed by medical record

review. Breast cancer recurrence was defined as the com-

bined outcome of either an invasive breast cancer recur-

rence or a new primary invasive breast cancer. The breast

cancer recurrence-free interval was defined as the time

from the original breast cancer diagnosis to the develop-

ment of a new breast cancer event or end of study follow-

up. Follow-up time for breast cancer recurrence was cen-

sored at the last documented staff contact date or at study

completion (June, 2010).

Information on breast cancer-specific mortality and all-

cause mortality was acquired by periodic review of the

Social Security Death Index for a mean follow-up of

13.5 years (Standard deviation [SD] = 3.76). Cause of

death was obtained from International Classification of

Diseases, 9th Revision (ICD-9) codes obtained from death

certificates of each decedent. Survival time was defined as

the time from breast cancer diagnosis to death, or the most

recently available review of the Social Security Death

Index.

Statistical analysis

Given the evidence that sleep duration appears to have a

U-shaped association with mortality [5, 6], we modeled

sleep duration as a categorical variable. We collapsed the

B5 and 6 h categories, the 7 and 8 h categories, and 9 and

C10 h categories due to small cell sizes. Therefore, the

final sleep duration categories were B6 h/night (referred to

as ‘short sleep’), 7–8 h/night (referred to as ‘middle

sleep’), and C9 h/night (referred to as ‘long sleep’). It is

notable that the ‘middle sleep’ category is consistent with

the National Sleep Foundation’s recommended sleep

duration for appropriate sleep (7–9 h for adults, and 7–8 h

for older adults [C65 years]) [31].

Attributes of the study sample were compared across

baseline sleep duration categories using analysis of vari-

ance and Kruskal–Wallis tests for continuous variables and

Chi-square tests for categorical variables. Ninety-four

participants in the analytic sample were missing a baseline

sleep assessment and so the first available assessment was

used as baseline for these subjects. An additional 41 par-

ticipants had no sleep records available and were excluded

from this analysis.

Cox proportional hazards regression models were used to

evaluate the association of baseline sleep duration categories

with breast cancer recurrence, breast cancer-specific mor-

tality, and all-cause mortality. Models were delayed entry to

account for the varying hazards associated with different

intervals of time between breast cancer diagnosis and

enrollment in the WHEL study. Covariates selected a priori

included age, stage, grade, race/ethnicity, intervention

group, study site, BMI, and number of co-morbidities. Given

that co-morbidity data were missing for n = 506 partici-

pants, we treated the number of co-morbidities as a cate-

gorical variable and included missing as a category. Human

epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (Her-2) status testing was

not a standard of care procedure at the time of WHEL Study

enrollment, and therefore it was not included as a covariate

in this analysis. However, we did consider adjustment for

other tumor characteristics and treatment variables with

potential links to sleep and/or breast cancer prognosis,

including estrogen and progesterone receptor status, anti-

estrogen use, radiotherapy and chemotherapy use, and

menopausal status at diagnosis. We also considered adjust-

ment for a wide range of lifestyle and behavioral charac-

teristics, including alcohol intake, smoking status, energy

intake, physical activity, Women’s Health Initiative insom-

nia rating scale (WHI-IRS) score, as well as the MOS

36-Item Short-Form Health Survey physical and mental

health subscale scores. Because the addition of these vari-

ables to the models did not change the hazard ratios by more

than 10%, they were not included in final models. Given the

high prevalence of insomnia observed for women in this
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cohort, exploratory models were run to examine whether

WHI-IRS scores predicted breast cancer prognosis. These

WHI-IRS models adjusted for the same covariates as the

sleep duration models described above.

Delayed entry Cox proportional hazards regression

models were used to evaluate associations between breast

cancer prognosis and sleep duration change categories,

modeled as a time-varying covariate using methods out-

lined by Anderson and Gill [32], across baseline, year 1,

years 2, or 3 (either-or), and year 4. Sleep duration change

categories included consistent short (B6 h/night), consis-

tent middle (7–8 h/night), consistent long (C9 h/night),

inconsistently long, and inconsistently short. The incon-

sistently long sleep duration change category reflects lon-

gitudinal transitions from middle to long sleep duration

categories (or vice versa) over time. The inconsistently

short sleep duration change category reflects longitudinal

changes from middle to short sleep duration categories (or

vice versa) over time. Forty-five women transitioned

between short and long sleep categories and were catego-

rized as inconsistently long sleep duration, and sensitivity

analyses examined whether results change if these women

are removed from the sample. Sleep duration change

models controlled for the same covariates as the single

time-point Cox models described above, with the exception

that the models adjusted for the total number of sleep

assessments (recorded for each participant) to minimize

compliance bias. The number of sleep assessments were

updated at each time point and modeled as a time-varying

covariate. In addition, BMI and number of co-morbidities

were modeled as time-varying covariates. It is also

notable that we conducted the same confounder assessment

as single time-point models described previously. How-

ever, we also assessed the influence of the following time-

varying covariates on the hazard ratios: alcohol intake,

smoking status, energy intake, physical activity, WHI

insomnia rating scale score, and SF-36 physical and mental

health subscale scores [27]. The addition of these time-

invariant and/or time-varying covariates did not change the

hazard ratios by more than 10%, so they were not included

in final models. The proportional hazards assumption was

examined and satisfied in all Cox models by testing the

significance of the product terms for the independent

variable of interest and log time. All statistical tests were

two sided with alpha set at P\ 0.05 and all analyses were

conducted using SAS version 9.4 (Cary NC).

Results

The study sample consisted of 3047 breast cancer survivors

with a mean (SD) age of 52.8 (9.0) years and a BMI of

27.3 (6.1). A total of 2597 (85.2%) were white and 1651

(54.2%) were college educated. Participants had a median

(IQR) insomnia rating scale score of 7.0 (7.0) (range = 0–20

[scores C 9 indicate insomnia]). 46% of women had

insomnia rating scale scores indicative of insomnia on 1 or

more of her sleep questionnaires. Sleep duration categories

were significantly associated with race/ethnicity, education,

insomnia rating scale score, co-morbidities, physical activity,

and BMI. Specifically, among white and non-white partici-

pants, roughly 6% were long sleepers, whereas the proportion

of short sleepers was less than 30% among whites but close

to 50% among non-whites. A higher proportion of college

educated women were middle sleepers compared to women

who did not complete college, whereas a greater proportion

of non-college educated women were short sleepers. Also, a

greater proportion of women without co-morbidities were

middle sleepers, compared to women with 1, 2, or 3 or more

co-morbidities. Women in the middle and long sleep duration

categories had lower insomnia rating scale scores compared

to women in the short sleep duration category. Healthy

lifestyle behavior such as physical activity and BMI appeared

to have a U-shaped association with sleep duration cate-

gories, with lower levels of physical activity and higher BMI

in the long and short sleep duration categories (Table 1).

In baseline Cox proportional hazards regression models,

long sleep duration (9 or more hours per night) was asso-

ciated with a 48% higher hazard for breast cancer recur-

rence, compared to middle sleep duration (7–8 h per night)

(Hazard ratio [HR] 1.48 95% Confidence interval [CI] 1.01,

2.00) (Table 2). Long sleep duration was also associated

with a 52% higher hazard for breast cancer-specific mor-

tality (HR 1.52 95% CI 1.09, 2.13), and a 43% higher hazard

for all-cause mortality (HR 1.43 95% CI 1.07, 1.92). Short

sleep duration was not significantly associated with breast

cancer prognosis. Finally, in exploratory models of WHI-

IRS and breast cancer prognosis, WHI-IRS scores were not

associated with breast cancer recurrence, mortality, or breast

cancer-specific mortality (all p[ 0.05; data not shown).

Table 3 provides the results from a time-varying analysis

of sleep duration change categories with breast cancer

prognosis. Inconsistently long sleep duration over the

study’s follow-up was associated with a 60% higher hazard

for breast cancer recurrence, compared to consistent middle

sleep duration (HR 1.60 95% CI 1.18, 2.18). Inconsistently

long sleep duration was also associated with a 70% higher

hazard for breast cancer-specific mortality (HR 1.70 95% CI

1.23, 2.36), and a 47% higher hazard for all-cause mortality

(HR 1.47 95% CI 1.12, 1.93). Inconsistently short sleep was

also associated with a 21% reduced risk of all-cause mor-

tality (HR 0.79 95% CI 0.63, 0.98). However, inconsistently

short sleep was not associated with risk of breast cancer

recurrence or breast cancer-specific mortality. Consistent

long or short sleep was not associated with breast cancer

prognosis.
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Sensitivity analyses confirmed that results of these

analyses do not change after removing (1) the 45 women

who transitioned between short and long sleep categories,

(2) the 94 participants missing baseline sleep data, or (3)

participants with only one sleep record (n = 432).

Discussion

These data suggest that when changes over time are not

considered, sleeping 9 or more hours per night is associated

with an increased risk of breast cancer recurrence, and

Table 1 Baseline characteristics of breast cancer survivors in the Women’s Healthy Eating and Living Study across sleep duration categories

All

N = 3047

Sleep duration/night P value

Short, B6 h

N = 931

Middle, 7–8 h

N = 1935

Long, C9 h

N = 181

Age (years) mean(SD) 52.8 (9.0) 52.7 (8.6) 52.9 (9.1) 51.9 (9.3) 0.30

Race/ethnicity n (row %) \.0001

White, non-Hispanic 2597 725 (27.9) 1716 (66.1) 156 (6.0)

Non-white 450 206 (45.8) 219 (48.7) 25 (5.6)

College educated n (row %) 0.01

Yes 1651 465 (28.2) 1090 (66.0) 96 (5.8)

No 1396 466 (33.4) 845 (60.5) 85 (6.1)

Cancer stage at diagnosis n (row %) 0.35

I 1180 357 (30.3) 754 (63.9) 69 (5.8)

II 1386 432 (31.2) 880 (63.5) 74 (5.3)

IIIA 481 142 (29.5) 301 (62.6) 38 (7.9)

Grade n (%) 0.20

Well differentiated 479 137 (28.6) 321 (67.0) 21 (4.4)

Moderately differentiated 1226 391 (31.9) 763 (62.2) 72 (5.9)

Poorly differentiated 1088 328 (30.1) 683 (62.8) 77 (7.1)

Unspecified 254 75 (29.5) 168 (66.1) 11 (4.3)

Radiotherapya n (row %) 0.36

Yes 1870 554 (29.6) 1204 (64.4) 112 (6.0)

No 1173 376 (32.1) 728 (62.1) 69 (5.9)

Chemotherapya n (row %) 0.14

Yes 2125 663 (31.2) 1328 (62.5) 134 (6.3)

No 920 266 (28.9) 607 (66.0) 47 (5.1)

Menopausal statusa n (row %) 0.09

Premenopausal 341 85 (24.9) 234 (68.6) 22 (6.5)

Postmenopausal 2420 764 (31.6) 1519 (62.8) 137 (5.7)

Perimenopausal 281 79 (28.1) 180 (64.1) 22 (7.8)

Insomnia rating scalea,b median (IQR) 7.0 (7.0) 10.0 (8.0) 6.0 (6.0) 6.0 (5.0) \.001

Number of Co-morbiditiesa,c n (row %) 0.004

0 1396 391 (28.0) 922 (66.0) 83 (5.9)

1 698 217 (31.1) 445 (63.8) 36 (5.2)

2 324 127 (39.2) 174 (53.7) 23 (7.1)

3 or more 123 42 (34.1) 74 (60.2) 7 (5.7)

Physical activity (met-min/wk) median (IQR) 630.0 (1065.0) 525.0 (1020.0) 675.0 (1110.0) 555.0 (1000.0) \.001

BMI (kg/m2) mean(SD) 27.3 (6.1) 28.3 (6.7) 26.8 (5.7) 27.4 (5.8) \.001

SD standard deviation, BMI body mass index
a Missing chemotherapy data for 2 participants, menopausal status data for n = 5 participants, radiotherapy data for n = 4 participants,

insomnia data for n = 5 participants, and co-morbidity data for n = 506 participants
b Insomnia rating scale range: 0–20, scores C9 indicate insomnia
c Co-morbidities were self-reported and included arthritis, osteoporosis, cardiovascular conditions, digestive conditions, diabetes, and miscel-

laneous conditions
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increased risks for both breast cancer-specific mortality and

all-cause mortality. However, the current study’s robust,

time-varying approach to modeling sleep duration change

indicates that consistently sleeping 9 or more hours per

night does not increase risk for poor breast cancer prog-

nosis. Rather, this study’s time-varying models indicate

that women with inconsistent sleeping patterns—particu-

larly transitions from middle to long (or vice versa)—may

be associated with an increased risk of breast cancer

recurrence, breast cancer-specific mortality, and all-cause

mortality. Taken together, these findings suggest that single

time-point models of sleep duration and breast cancer

prognosis provide an incomplete picture of the associations

between these parameters, which is a novel contribution to

the literature. Importantly, this investigation underscores

the need to study sleep patterns longitudinally.

Our finding that women who habitually reported 9 or

more hours of sleep per night were not at an increased risk

for poor breast cancer prognosis is consistent with the

hypothesis that there may be differences in individuals’

need for sleep [33, 34]. In other words, some people may

be programmed to need more (or less) sleep than others.

For example, in a laboratory study among 21 healthy

adults, Tucker and colleagues used polysomnography to

explore inter-individual differences in sleep under a variety

of controlled conditions [33]. The authors found that

almost all of the sleep variables examined in their study

demonstrated systematic inter-individual ‘‘trait-like’’ vari-

ability, and sleep duration was one of the key trait-like

dimensions that sleep variance clustered around. Other

laboratory studies have observed differences in compo-

nents of the circadian pacemaker between habitual long

and short sleepers. For example, data from an experimental

study among 10 habitual long sleepers (sleep[9 h) and 14

habitual short sleepers (sleep \6 h) indicate that long

sleepers tend to have a longer ‘‘biological night,’’ as

characterized by a longer duration of high melatonin

levels, low body temperature, and interval of increasing

Table 2 Multivariable-adjusted

associations of baseline sleep

duration with breast cancer

recurrence, mortality, and all-

cause mortality among 3047

breast cancer survivors in the

Women’s Healthy Eating and

Living Study

Breast cancer recurrence

(n = 568 events)

Breast cancer mortality

(n = 446 events)

All-cause mortality

(n = 649 events)

HR (95% CI) HR (95% CI) HR (95% CI)

Sleep category

Short sleep (B6 h/night) 0.93 (0.77, 1.12) 0.83 (0.67, 1.04) 0.95 (0.80, 1.13)

Middle sleep (7–8 h/night) 1.00 (ref) 1.00 (ref) 1.00 (ref)

Long sleep (C9 h/night) 1.48 (1.01, 2.00) 1.52 (1.09, 2.13) 1.43 (1.07, 1.92)

Bold values indicate statistically significant associations

Models also controlled for age, stage, grade, body mass index (kg/m2), number of co-morbidities, race/

ethnicity, intervention group, and study site

CI confidence interval, HR Hazard ratio

Table 3 Multivariable-adjusted associations of time-varying sleep duration change categories with breast cancer recurrence, mortality, and all-

cause mortality among 3047 breast cancer survivors in the Women’s Healthy Eating and Living Study

Na N observationsb Breast cancer recurrence

(n = 568 events)

Breast cancer mortality

(n = 446 events)

All-cause mortality

(n = 649 events)

HR (95% CI) HR (95% CI) HR (95% CI)

Sleep category

Consistent short sleep (B6 h/night) 553 2073 0.93 (0.74, 1.17) 0.78 (0.60, 1.01) 0.91 (0.73, 1.12)

Consistent middle sleep (7–8 h/night) 1282 4839 1 (ref) 1 (ref) 1 (ref)

Consistent long sleep (C9 h/night) 67 301 1.30 (0.85, 1.98) 1.22 (0.75, 1.99) 1.46 (0.97, 2.21)

Inconsistently short sleepc 864 1820 0.82 (0.64, 1.06) 0.80 (0.61, 1.06) 0.79 (0.63, 0.98)

Inconsistently long sleepd 281 585 1.60 (1.18, 2.18) 1.70 (1.23, 2.36) 1.47 (1.12, 1.93)

Bold values indicate statistically significant associations

Models also controlled for age, stage, grade, time-varying body mass index (kg/m2) and number of co-morbidities, race/ethnicity, intervention

group, study site, and number of sleep assessments

CI confidence interval, HR Hazard ratio
a Total number of women in each sleep duration change category at the last observation
b Total number of sleep records (across all time points) available per sleep duration change category
c Inconsistently short sleep: reflects transitions from middle to short sleep duration (or vice versa) over time
d Inconsistently long sleep: reflects transitions from middle to long sleep duration (or vice versa) over time
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cortisol [34]. Such findings build on the evidence that what

is experienced as ‘normal sleep’ may vary considerably

across individuals.

Our finding that inconsistently sleeping 9 or more hours

over study follow-up was associated with worse breast

cancer prognosis could be explained by changes in lifestyle

behaviors or health status. However, we found the effects

of sleep duration change patterns on breast cancer prog-

nosis to be independent of changes in lifestyle factors,

physical and mental health, as well as co-morbidity status.

It is also possible that changes in sleep duration reflect

some other changes in psychosocial or health-related fac-

tors among women in the sample. For example, studies

have demonstrated that exogenous administration of

inflammatory cytokines is associated with somnolence and

increased sleep [35–37]. Therefore, increased sleep dura-

tion may be a symptom of other physiologic processes in

the body associated with poor breast cancer prognosis, such

as systemic inflammation [38]. However, it is also

notable that sleep has been shown to induce changes in

metabolic inflammatory cytokine concentrations, which

make it difficult to make inferences about the direction of

causality. In an exploratory pilot trial among 14 healthy

women by Reynold et al., a 3 h increase in time spent in

bed resulted in a 2-fold increase in Interleukin-6 concen-

trations, whereas no changes were observed in women

randomized to the comparison condition [39]. Finally, it is

important to note that sleep patterns are often correlated

with depressive symptoms in breast cancer survivors [40],

which have been associated with shorter breast cancer

survival [41, 42]. Among breast cancer patients, depression

has also been associated with risk factors for poor breast

cancer prognosis including endocrine and metabolic dys-

function [43, 44]. Therefore, it is possible that changes in

depression status could explain some or all of the associ-

ation between changes in sleep duration and breast cancer

prognosis.

This analysis is limited by the use of self-reported sleep

duration data, which is subject to error and may reflect the

participant’s belief that a particular number of hours of

sleep are desirable. We also acknowledge that other

components of sleep quality not assessed in this study

(such as subjective sleep restfulness, objective measures

of time spent in rapid eye movement sleep, or sleep onset

latency) may be important clinical variables to consider in

the studies of sleep and breast cancer. Breast cancer sur-

vivors in the WHEL Study were also enrolled up to

4 years post-diagnosis (mean = 2.0 years); therefore, our

findings may not be generalizable to patients who are

newly diagnosed with breast cancer. Strengths of this

study include the use of multiple modeling strategies to

test our study hypothesis. This analysis also leveraged

sleep duration data collected at multiple time points,

which enabled us to conduct a time-varying analysis.

Such time-varying analyses are infrequently conducted in

the studies of sleep and cancer outcomes. Finally, we

rigorously evaluated potential time-invariant and time-

varying confounders.

In conclusion, our investigation indicates that habitually

sleeping 9 or more or 6 or fewer h per night are not risk

factors for poor breast cancer outcomes, highlighting the

fact that associations between sleep duration and breast

cancer prognosis are complex and may not be accurately

portrayed by static (single time-point) models. Future

prospective studies with sleep collected at multiple time

points should consider using longitudinal models to

investigate associations between sleep duration and breast

cancer outcomes. Such studies could clarify associations

between sleep duration patterns and breast cancer

prognosis.
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